
The SWEEZZ is an innovative suspension system which can be used 

with interactive touchscreens or whiteboards to make them more 

accessible to children of ranging needs. Move the screen up, down, 

left and right with its electrical height adjustment which means no 

manual effort is required by the teacher. 

The SWEEZZ allows teachers to easily move a touchscreen or interactive 

whiteboard into a variety of positions so it can be viewed by small groups 

within a class or individual students to work without other students being 

distracted. Another clear advantage is disabled pupils or children of varying 

heights will be able to       

comfortably reach the screen 

as the height at which it sits 

can easily be adjusted. 

With a gentle pull, SWEEZZ 

easily moves left or right and 

rotates up to 90 degrees. Not 

only does this increase  

visibility and reduce glare, but it also gives teachers the freedom to provide 

different instructions to small groups or individual students. 

Not only does the SWEEZZ help enhance learning, 

it also enables teachers or students to use a      

display that is height adjustable which aids 

against excessive arm extending or back         

bending.   



 

 

To book a demonstration or for more information, please contact: 

T: 01480 810405 E: info@proactiveav.co.uk W: www.proactiveav.co.uk 

Here is what Jonathan Houseago IT & Data Manager of Riverwalk 

School in Bury St Edmunds had to say about the installation of a 

SWEEZZ:  

 “We were blown away when we first saw a demonstration of the Clevertouch 

Plus interactive screens. Having the versatility of the multi-touch, inbuilt PC 

and Sweezz mount has really created a neat and adjustable solution that has 

increased significantly the engagement of our pupils. With rich coloured 

tones of the Clevertouch screens gone are the days of pupils casting shadows 

on the screens and dull lifeless projector images. 

With our old interactive whiteboards, a 

wheelchair user would have to sit along 

aside the board which wasn’t ideal,  

particularly so for those with limited 

peripheral vision, limited reach or poor 

motor control. With the addition of the 

Sweezz mount the interactive screen 

can now be adjusted and  positioned  

so that a wheelchair can easily fit  

underneath so that a pupil can face and interact with the screen.  

We have also found a neat aspect of the Sweezz mounts which has proved 

extremely useful. By rotating the interactive screen by 90 degrees from the 

wall it enables a small group of pupils to interact with the Clevertouch 

screen without distracting other pupils engaged in other activities in the 

classroom. We certainly wouldn’t be without our Clevertouch screens and 

Sweezz mounts. We currently have seven in the school and plan to equip all 

16 classes with them in the near future.” 
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